
To get pumped up before the game,
Jessie Beck '21 high-fives fans. In honor
of family members and to support breast

cancer awareness, the volleyball team
hosted an event called Dig Purple Night.
Volleyball players wore purple and pink
in support. Cheering on the girls, Linda
Hughes attended this event to support
her granddaughter Kylie Hughes '21.

Linda is a breast cancer survivor and has
been in remission for eight years. She

said that  "Krista, my husband, and my
son Corbin" really helped during that

time. She also said that, "The girls were
great. Now I think that each day is more

special than the one before."

DIG PURPLE

Shaking it Up. The choir students
have a concert where they sing

American Folk songs. Brynn Wooten
'19 talked about the song selection

the choir students practiced and
performed. "It was a big change from
what we normally sing, and definitely
a challenge. A few of our songs were

about war and the impact that
conflict has had on America in the

past, which was really powerful,"
Brynn shared. The song selection was

a good way to get students out of
their comfort zones. Tommy

McParland, Jon Malavasi, and
Luke Anderson '20 had solos during

the concert.

Clef-Hangers

Jerome Dinakar '19

Blake Robinson '20

Logan Mahnke '20

Rachel Hare '21Rylee Abrams '22
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65oct. 1-16

Senior sErvice
Service Above Self. In order to give back to our community,
the students in both of the college English classes volunteer at
the Food Bank of the Rockies over the weekend. Around thirty
students participated in the service project. Both Maya
Mendez and Katelyn Searle '19 sorted and packaged food to
be sent to families in need. "I honestly was kind of annoyed
that it was mandatory, but after being there for a little, I began
having fun and when I left I was happy I took the time out of
my day to give," Maya said. A Passion for Packing. While
some students packaged frozen pizzas, Mira Houck '19 sorted
butter. Not only were the students giving back, but they
packaged food twice as fast as they were expected, surprising
the volunteer coordinators.

A KICK IN

The President of the Gender and Sexuality
Alliance, Kaely Reece '19 dressed up for
National Coming Out Day by wearing a
pansexual pride flag. As the leader of the
GSA, Kaely hopes to eventually make JA
an accepting enough place so that the
GSA wouldn't be needed as a safe space
for LGBTQ+ students.

ECHOwith pride

On this cold and snowy October night, boys soccer play
against their rival, Kent Denver, once again. This soccer
team has always been a challenge and this game was no
different. "We made mistakes that caused them to get
more chances," explained James Spitz '21. Unfortunately,
the boys did not take home a win this year.

Colton Ingalls '19
Riley Welsch '19

Promoting pride, Nelita Bowles '20
dresses up with other GSA members to
promote acceptance by wearing pride
themed makeup, flags, and pins. Since
there was no school on National Coming
Out Day, the GSA dressed up a week
early to celebrate. Nelita explained, "We
live in a place where we have the freedom
of expression, and so many people are
bashed for going against the norm."

Planning on how they want to dress up
to support National Coming Out Day,
Keely Brunkow '19 and Deva Clark '20
eat their lunch while checking the online
prices of pride flags.

Ford Krout '21

Dave Strasbaugh '20

Molly Smith '19
Elliot Newman'19

the grass

Paddy Bins '19

Kristyn Grell '19
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Like Father Like Son. Trick or Treat Street
is an exciting annual event to get both

young and old in the Halloween spirit. Lots
of children came to play games, eat candy,

and show off their costumes. Many students
helped out by setting up and running the
activities. One student in particular, Peter
Alman '20, worked at Frankenstein's Lab
with StuCo. As waves of children flowed

through the StuCo room, Peter saw a child
dressed as a banana. "Because I was

dressed as a banana, it was like he
was my son," Peter laughed.

Frightening Face. National Art Honors
Society created a scary face for children to
play with. Seniors Ashley Renzelman and
Valeria Jimenez '19 showed the kids how

to use the spooky prop and gave out candy.

COSTUMESand candy

There are many activities and
booths at Trick or Treat Street.
While at the National Spanish

Honors Society stand,
Viv Olivas Herrera '20

advertised the pulseras that
were being sold. At the

cakewalk, Drew Hausmann '21
was very excited to have finally

won the pumpkin pie after
three tiring rounds.

spooky
spirit

The Drama Club hosts
the annual Halloween

Costume Contest to help
the club pay for their

trip to Thescon. Many
students, such as

Katri Nielsen '20 and
Keeandra Birch '19,

welcomed the chance to
dress up during the

school day.

Sarah Kelso '20

Lillian Baltz '19
Brook Savery '19

Aidan Morrow '21

Alec Shields '20Conner Beasley '21

Ms. Grace
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YOU CAN'T TAKE IT WITH YOU
The first play of the school year
leaves the cast and audience
light-spirited and laughing. The
production was unique amongst
the past plays, being comically
driven. Lead, Kaely Reece '19,
felt that "we really needed a
comedic play just because a lot
of us have participated in such
dramatic, more intense shows.
I feel like to round us out as
actors we need to have both
sides of the spectrum."
Micah Hawk '19, who played
the Grand Dutchess Olga
Katrina, was one of the many
cast members who had to work
hard to create believable,
comical characters.

"You Can't Take It With You" holds a special place in the cast's hearts for
several reasons. For Reagan Hawk '21, the play was her first major
production. "It was an eye-opening experience," Reagan reminisced, "I learned
a lot about acting from the upperclassmen since they have more experience
with it." Elliot Newman '19, AJ James '20, and Casey Schaffer '20 were
some upperclassmen who helped Reagan since they have been in drama
productions since junior high.

67oct.  17-31

Costume King.
Disguised as
Napoleon Dynamite,
Paddy Bins '19 takes
first place in the
Costume Contest. The
second and third place
winners came from
junior high: Snow
White and the Seven
Dwarfs, and a panda.

Mrs. Pell Brenna Brown '21

Anna Cort '22
Juliana Davidson '22
Charlotte Nielsen '22

Mia Maller-Gomez '22

Catalina Zamora '19
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"I really think the
blood drive is a
really good way

for us, as kids, to
make a difference.

Also I'm really
scared of needles
and I wanted to

overcome that
fear," explained

Sarah Kelso '20.

During her
donation, Rebecca
Pallotta '20 nearly

blacked out but
stuck it out until

the end and stated,
"I kinda just

wanted to see what
it was like and

also people need
blood."

The reason Sam
Franson '20

donates blood is
because she knows

"it's for a really
good cause,

because blood, it
can go anywhere.
It goes to anyone

with cancer or
having surgery."

Hoping to do some
good, Amanda

Mader '21, claims
that she "wanted to

donate because I
like the idea of

being able to help
people, even if I'm

not directly
involved."

don't b

Jam Session. Part of the art
collaboration was music. Sophie
Gordon and Sarina Nichols '19
enjoyed quality time together by

singing and playing a guitar.
Artistic Touch. Displaying her own

artwork to represent kindness, Sydney
Scarboro '21 describes her favorite

part of the event "was actually
collaborating with the elderly folks. I

got a chance to meet a 92 year old
woman who loved to paint, so being

able to work with her and share
ideas and making the picture was

really nice."

EXPLODING

negative

Ashley Renzelman '19

BANANAbonanza

"I just think that
if you can give
people another

shot at life, then
you should go

for it," said
Michelle Le '19
even though she

was unable to
donate blood

herself.

FERBreze. Math class with Mrs. Ferb is always a little
interesting, but on November 6 it is especially so. Both Josh

Hare and Jack Smith '19 brought in squishy, stretchy bananas
and were hitting each other with them when Josh's banana

broke. A cloud of the fine white powder used as filling in the
banana settled over the classroom, causing fits of coughing and

laughter. Not only did the powder get everywhere, but it smelled
bad too, so some students like Evan Lundberg '19 resorted to

covering their faces. Responsibly, Ed Stober '19 got a vacuum to
clean up the mess, but within seconds of turning it on, it started
burning and smoking. Adding to the chaos, the fumes from the
vacuum made the already gross smelling classroom even worse.

To try and make the situation better, Jerome Dinakar '19
grabbed some Febreze in an attempt to make the room smell

better, but the addition of a new smell only intensified the
noxious scent. Finally, Josh found a working vacuum and was

able to clean everything, from the floor to backpacks and jackets.
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be boulder

Diego Saenz '22

69nov  1-10

ART OF

Dazzling Designs. The Sunrise Art Collaboration is held at
the Sunrise Senior Living Center. Students were given a quote
to create an art piece displaying their interpretation of the
quote. Jacob Crookston '21 and his younger siblings
admired the various art that was on display. One of the
participants, Taylor Navarette '21, showed off her glamorous
artwork to her friends and other participants.

the sunrise

Defying gravity, Ford Krout '21
gets advice from his sister,
Sophia Krout '22. In order to
move ahead, Ford had to get
his feet up higher to grab the
next hold.

Rock On! The climbing team practices every Tuesday and Thursday. The climbers practice to get
ready for various competitions and some climb just for fun. To get stronger, Scott Airhart '21
attempts a hard boulder. Other climbers, like Cayden Claeys, Sebastian King, and Andrew
Baker '21 use ropes to climb the highest wall to get the full climbing experience. Sam Boselli,
Colton Ingalls, Paddy Bins '19, and Ms. Morris discuss how to get up a route.

Noah Aguilar '21

Clint Foss '22

Morgan Weyers '21
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